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DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION 

A new digital revolution is already started! 

PROGRAM  

The implementation of the DIGITAL TRANSFORMA-

TION program is basically based on the ability to 

co-operate with people to support innovative so-

cio-economic policies by making them coopera-

te within a single digital market. Digital transforma-

tion or dematerialization sums up that epochal 

transition where the combination of information 

and relationships takes on a fundamental asset for 

each type of organization. 

The program is based on the ability to regulate 

the market to make it interoperable, to make 

technologies available to interconnect the sy-

stem, to apply structured product and process 

innovations, to unite organizations by favoring ex-

plicit forms of cooperation, transforming value 

chains in integrated services (4i). 

Interoperability: Organizations will need to have 

an adequate regulatory, organizational and tech-

nological framework to manage electronic mar-

ket-making processes and provide services to the 

citizen (eIDAS Regulation No. 910/2014 Digital Sin-

gle Market). 

Interconnectivity: Define the rules to deploy tech-

nologies to automate the core collaborative rela-

tionship functions (digital signature, certified mail, 

digital identity, etc.) 

Integration: Integrating digital technologies to de-

velop solutions that process complex processes, 

product and process innovation. 

Innovation: Provide organizations with a deve-

lopment system capable of re-balancing the rela-

tionship between competition and cooperation, 

transforming information into intelligence, provi-

ding high added value services, transforming kno-

wledge into skills, join financial solutions and crea-

te new virtuous economies through trading in a 

single virtual market. 

VISION  

We must realize that the simultaneous convergence of 

digital technologies in complex communication dyna-

mics will lead to epochal change so much that it will 

be remembered as the greatest revolution that man-

kind has ever been able to remember. The difference 

with the past is substantial, every great discovery 

brings with it a big change within a given production 

ecosystem, but what we are going to face is signifi-

cantly different. 

Digital technologies bring with it a great added value, 

that of giving humanity the sixth sense, the one that 

has the ability to interconnect people and things as if 

they were a living organism. We are now incapable of 

distinguishing the reality of a physical environment 

from a virtual one, each one of us interconnected and 

instantly influenced the variation of the other and 

functions vital as passion, emotions, empathy are not 

only through the exchange of relationships but even 

by sharing a thought that travels on the net. Its poten-

tial is extraordinary, Digital Transformation will bring 

about a cultural, social, relational, cognitive, creative 

and managerial change. It will revolutionize the cur-

rent socio-economic model by freeing man from its 

ideological walls, thus forming a new ethical and mo-

ral conscience. It will bring new discoveries and will 

speed up their application within a given production 

ecosystem. 

Digital Transformation is the greatest blessing for peo-

ple and nations because it brings progress. This great 

process of transformation, unstoppable and inexora-

ble, is not a fatality, but it is the will of the individual, 

increasingly strong, to strive for his survival. Information 

and communication, like capitals and goods, no lon-

ger have borders. What was distant is approaching 

and the past becomes more and more present. Deve-

lopment is no longer a series of stages through which a 

society emerges from the crisis and innovation is no 

longer following the tradition, everything blends and 

space and time squeeze. Control of the communica-

tion of states, churches, families or schools weakens 

and the Internet becomes more and more a sovereign 

instrument.  



DIGITAL AGENDA 

Digital Single Market 

DIGITAL SINGLE MARKET 

One of Europe's goals is to create a 

single digital market that defines inte-

roperability rules to facilitate and se-

cure cooperative relations between 

states by bringing about cultural diver-

sity and securing business. 

Governments that want to adapt must 

therefore set out rules regulating some 

technological aspects such as digital 

signature, preservation of legally bin-

ding documents, digital identity. 

OUR OFFER : 

Regulatory counseling able to replicate international-

ly significant experiences, delivered by one of the 

most qualified Certification Authorities in Europe.  

 ASSESSMENT : Evaluation based on a maturity mo-

del 

 COMPLIANCE : Compliance with international stan-

dards 

 CERTIFICATION AUTHORITY: Development Plan 

(Business Plan) for the establishment of a Certifi-

cation Authority 

 PLANNING : Strategic planning for the deve-

lopment of the digital agenda 
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Solutions 

Product and process innovation of organizations through the structured application of new digital techniques 
and technologies, which together form the following services. 
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DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION 

Enterprise Solutions 



ENTERPRISE SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT 

Connect to the world! 

ENTERPRISE 

SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT 

SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT 

Enterprise Resource Plan-

ning (ERP) is a manage-

ment system that integra-

tes all relevant business 

processes of a business, 

sales, purchases, ware-

house management, ac-

counting, inventory con-

trol, order tracking, custo-

mer services, finance and 

human resources. 

ERP has the ability to 

create value by compu-

terizing processes within a 

particular organization, 

and the great limit to not 

giving any added value if 

there is a need to integra-

te into complementary 

organizations along the 

production and distribu-

tion chain. 

ESS (Enterprise System De-

velopment) is therefore 

the most innovative ex-

pression of current ERP 

systems, and it is a deve-

lopment system capable 

of generating value 

through innovation and 

knowledge networks 

through innovative ou-

tsourcing or internaliza-

tion procedures. 

OPPORTUNITY: 

From a contractual point of view: 

 The Software is based on an Open ESS Framework, which evolves 

through the active and proactive participation of individual orga-

nizations, leaving the intellectual property of the software to the 

client, along with the source code, to ensure full decision-making 

autonomy in any phase of the development process. 

 The corrective and evolutionary maintenance service of the deve-

loped software can be executed through an Application Mana-

gement contract to a flexible networking organization. 

 

From a functional point of view: 

 Innovate the organizational and management model to manage 

collaborative relationships within a given production ecosystem. 

 Product and process innovation outsourcing each single chain of 

value chain. 

 Integration with intelligent systems and neural networks to genera-

te value through holistic knowledge management. 

 Create synergies and collaborative relationships with complemen-

tary systems through a quantum approach of relationship net-

works. 

ESD 



 CREATING A BETTER FUTURE TOGHETER! 
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